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ABSTRACT
In air combat, a traditional way of evaluating team’s taskwork perfor-
mance is to measure its performance output. However, it provides a 
narrow view about the team’s performance and potentially misses the 
complexity of air combat and the team’s taskwork when tactical oper-
ating procedures, teams’ competencies and applicability of aircraft  
systems are evaluated in live-, virtual- and live-virtual-constructive-  
simulations. This paper introduces a model of an air combat system, 
which explains the dynamically interacting elements relevant to the 
measurement of team performance in air combat. Shared situation 
awareness, mental workload, task performance and normative perfor-
mance are proposed as supplementary measures for the performance 
output. Recommendations for the selection of measurement techniques 
are provided. The multidimensional measurement approach presented 
in this paper can prevent potential misunderstanding of team perfor-
mance. The principles of the system model and the associated measuring 
techniques can be applied to the analysis of any military system where 
the objective is to achieve a holistic measure of team performance.

Relevance to human factors/ergonomics theory 

This paper explains the elements relevant to the measurement of team performance in air 
combat and introduces shared situation awareness, mental workload, task performance and 
normative performance as supplementary measures for the team’s performance output. 
This approach prevents potential misunderstanding of team performance in air combat 
and other military systems.

Introduction

When air combat simulations are used to evaluate and compare the utility of tactical oper-
ating procedures, the competence of teams or the applicability of aircraft systems, it is 
essential to have robust measures of team performance. While well-established measures 
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of team and air combat performance exist, they tend to overlook some aspects of team 
performance and their interaction. Attempts to mechanically adopt the existing models of 
teamwork, such as the ‘big five’ (Salas, Sims, and Burke 2005), to air combat, have failed to 
address the degree of task or mission fulfilment and the quality of product delivery, and 
the way they interact with each other and with measures such as mental workload (MWL), 
performance output and situation awareness (SA) (see, e.g., Ohlander et al. 2019). To better 
understand performance in air combat, this paper considers air combat as a system, with 
necessary components to describe and measure team performance. Based on a model of 
this system, measures and measurement techniques for pilots’ team performance are pro-
posed to develop a holistic view of performance.

A team is ‘a distinguishable set of two or more people who interact, dynamically, inter-
dependently, and adaptively toward a common and valued goal/objective/mission, who 
have each been assigned specific roles or functions to perform, and who have a limited 
life-span of membership’ (Salas et al. 1992). A team engages in taskwork and teamwork. 
Taskwork is activity related directly to performance in a task at hand, e.g., task goals and 
task performance requirements (Lim and Klein 2006; Marks, Zaccaro, and Mathieu 2000). 
Teamwork, on the other hand, deals with the team members’ understanding and beliefs 
with regard to effective processes and understanding about the team itself (Mohammed, 
Klimoski, and Rentsch 2000; Rouse, Cannon-Bowers, and Salas 1992). This paper concen-
trates on the taskwork performance of a team.

A traditional way of evaluating a team’s taskwork performance is to measure its perfor-
mance output, which is the product of the taskwork. In air combat, the performance output 
is often measured as a ratio between the enemy aircraft shot down and friendly aircraft lost. 
However, a team’s taskwork performance has more than one aspect and a sole performance 
output measure cannot capture all aspects. In air combat, like in any decision making 
activity, it is important to evaluate not just the product but also the process; it is possible to 
arrive in a right decision and still get the wrong outcome – or vice versa (Li and Harris 
2006). To illustrate the different aspects of team performance, assume there are two teams, 
team A and team B. Both teams are tasked to follow different tactical operating procedures, 
typically referred to as tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs). The utility of TTPs is 
evaluated based on the output performance of the teams. Let’s assume both teams have 
similar performance outputs, e.g., no losses but also no enemy aircraft shot down. For 
several reasons, the team’s performance output is not a powerful measure able to differentiate 
the utility of TTPs. First, while neither of the teams can complete the task of shooting down 
the enemy, assume that team A has more near kills, i.e., it is more effective in performing 
the process of shooting down the enemy. Similarly, while neither of the teams suffer any 
losses, assume that team A can also maintain a bigger safety margin, i.e., it is more effective 
in protecting itself, or performing the process of survival. Second, let’s presume team A 
adheres to the directed TTP whereas team B does not. In such a situation, it is meaningless 
to even compare the utility of the directed TTPs. Third, for the team members to operate 
effectively, it is beneficial if they have a high level of awareness of the tactical situation 
(Carretta, Perry Jr, & Ree, 1996). Moreover, for the team members to operate effectively as 
a team, it is advantageous if the team members’ awareness of the tactical situation is accurate 
and similar (Salas et al. 1995). Suppose the members of team A have more accurate and 
similar awareness of the tactical situation than the members of team B. Then, it can be 
argued that the team A is likely to be more effective if the complexity of the task is increased 
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beyond the complexity of the original task. Fourth, team members possess limited cognitive 
resources to cope with the demands of the task. MWL measures the balance between the 
team members’ cognitive resources and the task demands, and an unbalanced MWL will 
degrade team members’ and team’s performance (Mansikka et al. 2016). Assume the mem-
bers of both teams have a balanced MWL, but the members of team A have a lower average 
MWL than the members of team B. While the members of both teams can satisfy the 
demands of the task, the members of team A have more spare cognitive capacity left to cope 
with the task demands should they exceed those experienced in the initial task. As this 
simplified example illustrates, a team’s taskwork performance has more aspects than can 
be captured with just its performance output alone.

While there are more than 130 different models and frameworks of team performance 
(Salas et al. 2007), there are human factors/ergonomics concepts than are common between 
them. First, most human and team performance models and frameworks utilize an 
input-process-output (I-P-O) approach, or use different variants of it (Ilgen et al. 2005), to 
describe the fundamental phases of team performance (Hackman 1987; Kozlowski et al. 
1999; McGrath 1984; Steiner 1972). Second, there is a wide consensus with regards to the 
role of affective (what teams feel), behavioural (what teams do) and cognitive mechanisms 
(what teams think) within the process phase (Grossman, Friedman, and Kalra 2017). The 
actual functions and components related to these mechanisms differ from approach to 
approach (see, e.g., Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006; Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro 2001; Salas, 
Sims, and Burke 2005). Despite the depth and breadth of the team performance literature, 
existing team performance measures typically consider just one or two aspects of perfor-
mance, yielding a rather narrow view of the team’s performance and missing the complexity 
of air combat and the team’s taskwork.

For the purposes of building the air combat system model, this paper concentrates on 
the evaluation of decision-making and the essential affective and cognitive mechanisms 
related to it. More specifically, the system model focuses on shared SA and MWL as the 
central emergent states affecting inputs, team processes and the team performance outputs 
(Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro 2001). SA and MWL are commonly seen as the most essential 
concepts in team decision-making and human-system performance in complex systems 
(Parasuraman, Sheridan, and Wickens 2008; Tsang and Vidulich 2006; Vidulich and Tsang 
2015; Wickens 2002). In fact, MWL and SA have become meta-measures for system eval-
uation (Selcon et al. 1996; Vidulich 2003). However, there is a need to evaluate SA, MWL 
and performance outputs separately, as there is a dissociation between them (Mansikka, 
Virtanen, & Harris, 2019).

When the objective is to evaluate and compare the utility of TTPs, the competence of 
the pilots or the applicability of aircraft systems, it is important to evaluate the teams’ per-
formance not just as a product (e.g., probability of kill, etc.), but also as a process. Air combat 
is a rapidly changing and uncertain environment; hence it is possible for the team members 
to apply sound tactical processes and still get a poor product – or vice versa. In other words, 
the team may exceed or fall short of a reasonable potential productivity baseline, i.e., can 
exhibit either process gain or loss (Kerr and Tindale 2004; Steiner 1972). The objective of 
the air combat system model proposed in this paper is to bridge the gap between traditional 
military performance measure (product) and the human-machine/human-human inter-
action (process) in a way that a holistic evaluation of team performance is possible. The air 
combat system model proposed, like any other model, is limited in the sense that it does 
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not attempt to capture all aspects of the real-life phenomena it models. However, the system 
model introduced in this paper captures the most essential constructs affecting the processes 
underlying team’s decision making; response selection and response execution; and also, 
the end product. By linking the ‘what’ with ‘why’, the model provides a tool to improve 
combat effectiveness (product) and gives an insight into human performance (process) in 
a context rarely accessible to researchers.

The system model is based on the existing principles of systems thinking and a number 
of well validated human factors concepts and measures. Although the model is slightly 
limited with regard to the performance output and decision-making aspects of the process, 
it brings together these principles and measures in a novel way in an air combat context. 
The model is a system model rather than a workflow model since in addition to the tasks 
and decisions involved in air combat, it also represents the evolution of the states of the 
combat situation over time, including the feedback phenomena related to these states.

The system model comprises two opposing air combat teams (i.e., the friendly team and 
enemy aircraft) which interact dynamically. Each performance output generated by either 
of the teams alters the whole system’s state, and each change feeds back to the system causing 
further changes (Sterman 2001). The team’s performance outputs are the outcomes of team 
processes (Kozlowski and Klein 2000), whereas the team’s overall effectiveness is an assess-
ment of the teams’ performance outputs relative to some set of criteria (Hackman 1987). 
The performance outputs can result in irreversible state changes of the friendly team mem-
bers and the enemy. In addition, the performance outputs can also result in transient state 
changes that dynamically change as the friendly team and enemy aircraft interact. Friendly 
team’s processes, on the other hand, refer to activities that the team members engage in 
when they combine their resources to make decisions and to select responses which explain 
how or why the performance output is achieved (Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006; Smith, Borgvall, 
and Lif 2007). When undertaking these processes, the team members’ information pro-
cessing capacity may fall short of that required by the task demands resulting in excessive 
MWL (Svensson et al. 1997; Svensson, Angelborg-Thanderz, and Sjöberg 1993). An unbal-
anced MWL has a negative effect on shared SA (Endsley 1995; Svensson and Wilson 2002), 
which in turn is an essential precursor to decision making, response selection and eventually 
the effectiveness of team’s performance outputs (Endsley 1993; Houck, Whitaker, and 
Kendall 1993; Waag and Houck 1994). The air combat model described in this paper is 
constructed such that it captures both the irreversible and transient state changes reflecting 
the friendly team’s performance output. In addition, it reflects team’s performance processes 
by incorporating both MWL and shared SA in the model (Mansikka, Harris, and Virtanen 
2019b). However, the linkage between MWL, SA and performance output is not direct 
(Mansikka, Virtanen, & Harris, 2019). Despite a satisfactory SA and a balanced MWL, the 
pilots may arrive at (seemingly) poor decisions, which do not coincide with those dictated 
by the tactical operating procedure most suitable for the task at hand. In addition, the pilots 
can arrive in a rational decision, but fail in their response execution. As a result, to capture 
the quality of friendly team’s response execution, the team’s TTP adherence is also incor-
porated in the model.

The model is primarily concerned with the friendly team’s performance output and the 
processes underlying the quality of team’s response execution and the main precursors of 
team’s decision-making and response selection. To support a holistic evaluation of team’s 
performance, measures of each of these are included in the model. In addition, 
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recommendations for the selection of team performance measurement techniques are pro-
vided when the TTPs, teams’ competencies and applicability of aircraft systems are evaluated 
in live- (L), virtual- (V) and live-virtual-constructive- (LVC) simulations. In a L-simulation, 
real people operate real systems. In a V-simulation, real people operate simulated systems 
or simulated people operate real systems, and in a C-simulation, simulated people operate 
simulated systems (Hodson and Hill 2014). In a LVC-simulation, the different simulation 
classes are mixed. Each simulation class has its strengths and weaknesses. A C-simulation 
allows a precise control of the simulation entities, but the lack of real people makes it chal-
lenging to evaluate human-machine interaction. With real people making decisions, a 
V-simulation is a practical way of evaluating, e.g., MWL and SA – especially if optimal 
TTPs are first determined in a C-simulation. A L-simulation is an expensive and resource 
heavy but allows taking real-life task complexity and stressors into account. As such, the 
L-simulation should be used only after the potential safety issues have been mitigated in 
C- and V-simulation. While LVC-simulation is powerful method to evaluate large-scale 
systems and systems of systems, it is limited by known interoperability and architectural 
issues (Zhihua et al. 2013).

System model

Structure

The BVR air combat system is comprised of assets such as aircraft, surface-to-air missile 
systems, radar sites and command and control centres, together with the personnel who 
operate these assets. In BVR air combat, the friendly team uses its airborne detection equip-
ment to search for the enemy aircraft and employs remote air-to-air missiles to attack them 
while staying beyond the visual range from the enemy (Paddon 1977). For the sake of brevity, 
the system model introduced in this section discusses the beyond visual range (BVR) air 
combat between a single friendly team (a flight of four aircraft), enemy pilots and their assets.

The system model identifies three types of actors. An actor represents a person or group 
of persons who undertakes an activity described in the system model. First, the combat 
agents include the friendly team members and enemy pilots. Second, the ground truth 
holder is an actor that has access to the objective reality, i.e., the real states of air combat 
agents and their assets. A simulation supervisor is a typical ground truth holder. The real 
states refer to the states of the air combat agents as they really are - as opposed to the states 
they are thought to be in, i.e., their observed states. A real state describes whether a combat 
agent is dead or alive and the current phase of taskwork. Third, a measurer is an external 
observer who measures the friendly team’s performance. A measurer is a person with nec-
essary air combat subject matter expertise and who is trained to use the measurement 
techniques discussed later in this paper.

The US Joint Doctrine describes taskwork as two parallel processes, typically referred 
to as chains, with six phases in each (Joint Chief of Staff 2013). The phases in the other 
chain describe the progression of friendly team members’ taskwork, whereas the phases in 
the other chain describe how well the friendly team members can deny the enemy’s taskwork 
from progressing. The selection and execution of air combat agents’ taskwork related 
responses change their real states. The friendly team’s objective is expressed as the combat 
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agents’ desired real states, and the friendly team’s task is to minimize the difference between 
their objective and the real states. However, the air combat agents don’t have access to the 
real states during flight and must rely on the observed states when determining the pro-
gression of air combat. Therefore, the observed states are the estimates of the real states. 
The friendly team’s objective is typically given in an air tasking order (ATO). In addition 
to objectives, the ATO lists the friendly teams and assets available for the mission and 
allocates the tasks to them.

In the following sub-sections, the description of the air combat system model is divided 
between the actors from the three groups. The superscripted numbers in these sub-sections 
refer to the elements of the air combat system illustrated in Figure 1. Both the sub-sections 
and Figure 1 are constructed from the friendly team’s perspective and the measures discussed 
deal with the performance of the friendly team. Solid lines in Figure 1 refer to the activities 
or states of the friendly team members. The dashed lines in Figure 1 refer to team activities, 
states or performance measures.

Ground truth holder

Changes in the air combat agent’s states update the real states of the friendly team1 and the 
enemies.2 The updated states result in a real state of air combat formed.3 The ground truth 
holder will observe the real state of air combat4 and form a real state of air combat observed.5 
The ground truth holder’s observations are unique in a sense that they do not have any error.

Air combat agents

As the friendly team has many concurrent tasks, it must allocate the cognitive resources6 
possessed by the team members. The team members start to consume their cognitive 
resources for the taskwork as soon as they begin to observe the real states of the friendly 
team7 and of the enemy.8

When the friendly team members interact with the air combat system, they cannot truly 
know its real state, i.e., the objective reality, which is external to their senses. Instead, using their 
pre-existing knowledge and observations about the elements of the system, the team members 
form cognitive representations about the system and its elements, i.e., they develop individual 
subjective realities. The knowledge that forms the foundation of the team members’ subjective 
reality is held in their long-term memories (LTM) and is relatively stable. LTM held knowledge 
is organized in the form of semantic networks, with each section of the network containing 
knowledge related to a specific element of the system (Wickens et al. 2004). The knowledge 
content and structure about the system and its elements are referred to as schemas (Rumelhart 
1984; Rumelhart and Ortney 1977), whereas scripts depict the appropriate sequence of activities 
and behaviours related to a specific task (Wilson and Rutherford 1989; Schank and Abelson 
1977, 1988). Both scripts and schemas are context specific in a sense that each is associated with 
a particular system element within the task environment (Wickens et al. 2004; Langan-Fox, 
Code, and Langfield-Smith 2000). The scripts and schemas which form the team members’ 
subjective reality of a dynamic system are collectively called mental models (MMs) and contain 
pilots’ knowledge regarding the team and the enemies, together with the knowledge about the 
sequence of activities regarding the team’s task (Gilbert 2011; Wilson and Rutherford 1989). The 
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friendly team members utilize their initial mental models (MMs) about the enemy as well as 
about their own team and its task when directing their attention to observation, and when 
updating their own mental models (Neisser 1976). MMs are internal representations, which 

Figure 1. Air combat system model and performance measures from the perspective of the friendly 
team. Solid lines refer to the activities or states of the friendly team members and the dashed lines refer 
to team activities, states or performance measures.
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include state estimates of the real states of the team and of the enemy. Based on team members’ 
observations, each of them forms updated state estimates of the friendly team9 and the enemy.10

The internally held mental models exist even without interaction with the system. 
When an interaction takes place, the mental models assist exploration of their environment 
by guiding attention allocation and enable interpretation of the perceived information in 
a way that allows an individual to understand its relevance in relation to task and task 
goals (Baxter, Besnard, and Riley 2007; Endsley 1995; Neisser 1976). Finally, using the 
knowledge obtained through interpreted perceptions and experience in the form of mental 
models, a person can run forward-looking mental simulations to forecast future events 
and system states (Endsley 1995; Rouse and Morris 1986; Salmon et al. 2008, 2009). These 
dynamically updated mental models can be understood as activated knowledge about a 
situation in which one is currently involved, also known as situation awareness (SA) or 
situation models (Endsley 1995; Endsley 2000; Langan‐Fox, Anglim, and Wilson 2004; 
Wickens et al. 2004).

While there is no universally agreed definition of SA (Salmon et al. 2006), it is typically 
represented as an operator’s dynamic understanding of ‘what is going on’ (Endsley 1995). 
Equally, the theoretical approaches underpinning SA vary greatly, see, e.g., Endsley (1995), 
Smith and Hancock (1995), Bedny and Meister (1999), Taylor (1990), and Sarter and Woods 
(1991). Of the different approaches, Endsley’s three-level model, which has received most 
attention, defines SA as ‘the perception of environmental elements and events with respect 
to time or space (SA level 1), the comprehension of their meaning (SA level 2), and the 
projection of their future status (SA level 3)’. In Endsley’s model, each SA level is built upon 
the level below such that a low SA at a lower level may contribute to a low SA at a higher 
level (Endsley & Robertson, 2000; Endsley and Garland 2000; Endsley and Jones 2001). For 
example, a failure in perception (SA level 1 error) can lead to a lack of or incomplete mental 
model (SA level 2 or SA level 3 error) (Jones and Endsley 1996).

While SA was originally introduced as an individual level construct, it has increasingly 
been used to describe how teams (Endsley and Jones 2001; Endsley & Robertson, 2000; 
Saner et al. 2009) and entire socio-technical systems (Stanton et al. 2010; 2009; 2006) become 
and remain coupled to the their operational environment (Moray 2004). Shared SA describes 
the degree to which there is an overlap of the individual SA between team members on 
mutual operational requirements.

The quality of team members’ SA of shared elements (as a state of knowledge) may serve 
as one index of a team’s effectiveness in a human-machine system (Endsley 1995). As such, 
shared SA essentially describes the team members’ shared and organized understanding of 
relevant knowledge about the system they are interacting with (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, and 
Converse 1993; Klimoski and Mohammed 1994). Shared SA has two aspects: similarity and 
accuracy. Similarity refers to the extent to which the team members’ individual MMs are 
in an agreement with one another (Mathieu et al. 2005), whereas accuracy of shared SA is 
the level of agreement between the team members’ MMs, and the real state of the team and 
the enemies. The accuracy and similarity of shared SA are essential contributors to task 
performance as they help the team members to coordinate their actions (Converse, Cannon-
Bowers, and Salas 1991; Langan‐Fox, Anglim, and Wilson 2004), predict each other’s 
behaviours and needs (Jonker et al. 2010) and to interpret the objective reality in a similar 
manner (Johnson et al. 2007).
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An initial shared SA includes the team’s estimates of the real states of the team and the 
enemies, which are formed from team members’ individual state estimates. A team utilizes 
the mechanisms and processes of teamwork, mainly communication and coordination, to 
update shared SA.11 As a result, their initial shared SA is converted into shared SA updated.12 
The team uses its shared SA updated and the objective given in the ATO13 to determine the 
difference between the objective and shared SA updated.14 The subjectively comprehended 
difference between the objective and shared SA updated dictates the degree of difference 
observed.15 If there is no difference, the team’s task has been completed and its taskwork 
reaches an end16 Also, the team will abort its mission if the observed difference between 
objective and shared SA updated is not manageable. If, however, the observed difference is 
manageable, the team will begin to intercept the enemies of interest. Whether shared SA 
updated is accurate and similar or not, the team uses it to select TTP to minimize the dif-
ference between the objective and the shared SA updated.17 The TTP selection is ultimately 
the decision of the team leader. However, here the TTP selection is considered as a team 
activity as all team members can recommend TTP to be selected and, time permitting, the 
team can discuss the TTP options.

The implementation of TTP selected18 requires management of two parallel chains; 
the team members must execute both their protect19- and task-chains.20 There is a separate 
task-chain for every enemy aircraft to be intercepted. The team members can manage 
many task-chains simultaneously and they can manage the task-chains either inde-
pendently or jointly. In comparison, every team member has its own protect-chain. The 
task-chain is comprised of a sequence with six phases. In BVR air combat, the enemy is 
found and identified in the Find-phase.21 In the Fix-phase,22 enemy’s exact location is 
obtained. In BVR air combat, this phase is often automated. In the Track-phase,23 the 
enemy is monitored until a decision is made to either engage or to discontinue the commit. 
In the Target-phase,24 a weapon or a sensor is assigned against the enemy. In the Engage-
phase,25 the assigned weapon or sensor is employed against the enemy. Finally, in the 
Assess-phase,26 the state of the enemy is assessed, and any required follow-on actions are 
determined.

Force-on-force air combat is a zero-sum game. Both the team members and the ene-
mies have similar task- and protect-chains, where a gain of the team member results in 
an equal loss of the enemy and vice versa. The protect-chains are essentially about 
denying the opponent’s task-chains from progressing. Therefore, the protect-chains 
mirror the opponent’s task-chains; while both sides attempt to complete their task-chains, 
they also try to keep their protect-chains intact, i.e., they attempt to deny the opponent 
from progressing their task-chains. Due to this equilibrium of the chains, the pro-
tect-chain has similar phases27-32 and sequence to the task-chain. A phase change in a 
task-chain will result in a phase change in a respective protect-chain – and vice versa. 
Each time the phase changes are completed, the real states of the team member and the 
enemy are updated to reflect the new chain phases. Therefore, the air combat agent’s 
state tells whether the agent is dead or alive, and at what phase its task and live chains 
are. For example, assume a BVR air combat between a friendly team member and an 
enemy pilot where both pilots are alive, the friendly team member has engaged the enemy 
pilot and the friendly team member has not been found by the enemy pilot. In such 
situation, the friendly team member would be in a state “alive, enemy engaged, find 
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denied.” At the same time, the enemy pilot would be in a state “alive, enemy not found, 
assess denied.” It should be remembered, however, that the updated mental model of 
the pilot and the ground truth may be in disagreement; a team member may believe it 
has not been detected while it has, or it may think that a correct enemy has been targeted 
when it has not.

Measurer

Output performance (OP) is probably the most traditional measure of task performance 
in air combat. OP measures the difference between the objective and the real state of the 
team and the enemies relative to some set of criteria.33

The team members’ cognitive resources are taxed throughout its taskwork. A mismatch 
between the friendly team members’ cognitive resources34 available and the resources spent 
can generate an unbalanced MWL, which can eventually degrade performance. Therefore, 
to gain a better understanding of the factors affecting taskwork performance, it is useful to 
determine the difference between the team members’ cognitive resources and the resources 
spent35 during the perceptual encoding, central processing, response selection and response 
execution stages.

Although shared SA is continuously updated with the updated MMs and teamwork, 
shared SA accuracy and similarity may be low. As the team selects TTP with whatever 
shared SA it has, it is insightful to determine shared SA accuracy and similarity with respect 
to real state of air combat,36 as such an evaluation reveals how well-informed the team was 
when deciding to intercept the enemy and when selecting TTP.

It is possible that teams with different pilots, aircraft systems or operating principles will 
achieve an equal OP when engaged in a similar air combat situation. This does not mean, 
however, that their taskwork performances would be similar in terms of task performance 
(TP), i.e., the progression of the team members’ task-chains and the guarding of their pro-
tect-chains. If TPs are dissimilar while OPs are similar, the team whose members’ pro-
tect-chains are more intact, has maintained a larger margin of survival. Similarly, a team 
whose members’ task-chains have progressed further has been closer to achieving the 
desired effect on the enemy. Therefore, in addition to the OP measure it is informative to 
measure task- and protect-chain TPs, i.e., to determine task-chain phase achieved37 and to 
determine protect-chain phase achieved38 by evaluating how far the task-chains progressed 
and how complete the protect-chains were maintained.

Each TTP consists of a set of quantitative and qualitative rules, which allow the team to 
coordinate the taskwork among its members (Mansikka, Harris, and Virtanen 2019a). A 
quantitative rule has a variable and its value. For example, ‘Airspeed at missile launch must 
be Mach 1.0′ is a quantitative rule, where Mach 1.0 is its value. A qualitative rule consists 
of a verbal description of activity. For example, ‘Team members must communicate their 
tactical status’ is a qualitative rule. A TTP rule may be linked to a specific phase of protect- 
or task-chain, or it may be associated to many phases. With respect to a team member 
engaged in air combat, normative performance (NP) represents whether the team member 
adheres to the rules of the selected TTP. To evaluate whether it is even sensible to compare 
the team members’ effectiveness, TTPs or aircraft equipment, it is necessary to determine 
the level of TTP adherence within task-chain39 and to determine the level of TTP adherence 
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within protect-chain.40 This approach has been used to assess pilot’s performance in a BVR 
air combat (Mansikka, Harris, and Virtanen 2019b).

Recommendations for measurement techniques

The measurement techniques described are meant to be used after the L- or V- simulations. 
In the following sub-sections, a term ‘score’ refers to an interim result, whereas a term ‘index’ 
refers to the final result.

OP measuring techniques

The objective of the team dictates the most appropriate OP measure(s) to evaluate task 
accomplishment. The team may be expected to deliver either kinetic or non-kinetic effects -  
or both. If the objective is to produce non-kinetic effects, it may be enough if the team just 
shows its presence in an area of responsibility. Typical measures of kinetic OP include the 
kill-loss ratio and the number of missiles or time required to shoot down the enemy. The 
selection of OP measures is typically straightforward as the attributes of OP are normally 
provided by the military staff. Depending on the measurement objective, OP can be deter-
mined when a state change occurs or at certain time intervals. OP score is measured for 
each team member. An average of OP scores is used as the team’s OP index.41 OP can be 
measured during a standard debrief. The objective of the debrief is to determine if the 
desired mission objectives were achieved, identify lessons learned, and define aspects of 
training needing improvement (Royal Korean Air Force (RoKAF) 2005). In the debrief, the 
previously flown mission is reconstructed and reviewed by all mission participants, includ-
ing the friendly team members and flight instructors.

MWL measuring techniques

MWL can be measured using performance, subjective, and physiological measuring tech-
niques (O’Donnell, Eggemeier, and Thomas 1986). Physiological measures are often poorly 
suited for L-, V- or LVC-simulations as they are non-diagnostic, require disruptive instru-
mentation, and are sensitive to second- and third order physiological effects and environ-
mental factors (Lutfi and Sukkar 2012). Performance measures, on the other hand, assume 
that the team member’s primary or second task performance is related to workload (Paas 
et al. 2003). The secondary task measures cannot be safely utilized in L-simulations if the 
expected mental workload is high (Casali and Wierwille 1984) and some argue that the 
primary task measures should not be used as workload measures at all (Hart and McPherson 
1976; O’Donnell, Eggemeier, and Thomas 1986).

Measuring techniques utilize the team members’ subjectively experienced workload, i.e., 
how a person feels when doing a task (Johanssen et al. 1979). Among the numerous sub-
jective measuring techniques available (see, e.g., Reid and Nygren 1988; Roscoe and Ellis 
1990; Wierwille and Casali 1983), NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart and Staveland 
1988) has gained the widest acceptance, mainly as it is non-intrusive and easy to implement 
(Mansikka, Virtanen, & Harris, 2019). NASA-TLX identifies six MWL dimensions, which 
the pilots score separately from 0 (low MWL) to 100 (high MWL). The dimensions are: 
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Mental Demand (MD), Physical Demand (PD), Temporal Demand (TD), Own Performance 
(OP), Effort (EF), Frustration (FR). A team’s average MWL score for each dimension is 
calculated by averaging the team member’s dimension scores. An overall workload (OW) 
score for each team member is calculated by averaging the dimensions’ scores, whereas an 
OW index42 is the mean of the team members’ OW scores. While NASA-TLX has some 
known issues related to potential pilot bias and limitations of memory recall, it is the most 
suitable technique to measure MWL in air combat – at least when used in a non-punitive 
setting. To minimize a retrospective bias related to NASA-TLX (Young et al. 2015), it is 
recommended that the MWL measurement is conducted immediately after the simulation. 
It should be noted that NASA-TLX provides an ex post-facto measure of the average MWL. 
Therefore, MWL indexes or scores cannot be presented as a function of time.

Shared SA similarity and accuracy measuring techniques

Shared SA similarity and accuracy can be measured in several ways, e.g., observer rating, 
freeze probe, and self- and peer appraisal techniques (Sulistyawati, Wickens, and Chui 
2009). While appraisal techniques are low-cost and easy to administer, pilots may be unable 
to accurately report what they and their peers are and are not aware of (Clark and Elen 
2006; Feldon and Clark 2006). Freeze-probe techniques, on the other hand, are far too 
intrusive to be used in L-, V- or LVC-simulations (Stanton et  al. 2013). Finally, as the 
observer rating techniques rely on observable behaviours as indicators of shared SA, there 
are doubts to what extent an external observer is able to assess a pilots’ subjective reality 
which is not necessarily manifested in overt behaviour.

An indirect option to evaluate shared SA similarity and accuracy is to elicit the similarity 
and accuracy of team members’ selected MMs. While most MM elicitation techniques are 
too time-consuming for operational use (Langan-Fox, Code, and Langfield-Smith 2000), 
retrospective verbal probing (RVP) (Beatty and Willis 2007; Schaeffer and Presser 2003; 
Willis, Royston, and Bercini 1991), a sub-category of cognitive interview techniques (Fisher 
and Geiselman 1992; Fisher, Geiselman, and Amador 1989; Geiselman et al. 1986; Willis, 
Royston, and Bercini 1991) is a promising technique to evaluate shared SA similarity and 
accuracy in a natural air combat training environment. In the RVP technique, the team 
members are engaged in a facilitated, semi-structured conversation during the debrief to 
elicit the accuracy and similarity of their MMs. Shared SA similarity and accuracy is then 
determined based on the similarity and accuracy of team members’ MMs.

The knowledge relevant to each MM is determined before the debrief. The relevant 
knowledge is broken down to smaller units, or concepts. A single probe is developed to tap 
each concept. Due to the complexity of MMs and associated knowledge, there can be several 
concepts associated to a single MM. The probes are written as questions. For example, the 
team members have a MM regarding an enemy, with enemy’s offensive capability being one 
concept related to that MM. The associated probe would then be: “Did you know the offen-
sive capability of the enemy?” With properly selected concepts and probes, the RVP tech-
nique allows capturing team members’ understanding of complex and abstract MMs, such 
as awareness about the team members’ awareness.
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The elicitation procedure is similar to a standard debrief, where the pilots routinely recall 
their understanding of the situation and compare it with the real states available in the 
debrief (Kelly et al. 1979; Lilja, Brynielsson, and Lindquist 2016; Waag and Houck 1994). 
As the MMs are elicited, a flight instructor or team leader acts as a facilitator and pauses 
the mission replay at certain time intervals or after an event of interest has occurred. Then, 
the facilitator identifies which concepts were relevant to the team since the previous pause. 
The facilitator introduces each concept one by one and initiates RVP to elicit them. As a 
typical mission reconstruction includes radio communications, flight trajectories and cock-
pit recordings of all mission participants, all pilots and instructors attending the debrief 
have access to the objective reality.

Protect- and task-chain TP measuring techniques

Protect- and task-chain TP are useful measures when the objective is to differentiate teams’ 
taskwork performance when there are no significant differences in their OP indexes. Before 
TP can be measured, unambiguous indicators of the completion of each phase of the task- 
and protect-chains must be identified. For example, a missile launch against an aircraft is 
an unambiguous indicator that the target aircraft has been engaged by the launch aircraft. 
Evaluating TP accurately can be rather time consuming as the determination of each task- 
and protect-chain phase completion requires detailed review of the friendly team and enemy 
states. Therefore, if TP is attained during the debrief, it is advisable to determine a snapshot 
of TP at certain time intervals instead of evaluating every phase. If, on the other hand, TP 
is determined after the debrief, all TP indicators must be selected such that TP can be 
obtained without team members’ assistance simply by just reviewing the mission recon-
struction and team members’ cockpit recordings.

NP measuring techniques

To measure NP, relevant TTP rules must be first identified for the TTP of interest. NP 
measurement can be too time consuming to be conducted during the debrief as it requires 
detailed analysis of the pilot’s cockpit recordings. Therefore, both qualitative and quantitative 
rules should be selected such that a measurer (typically a flight instructor) can determine 
the team members’ TTP adherence after the debrief and without their assistance.

A NP score is determined for each TTP rule and team member. The NP score for a single 
TTP rule is obtained by aggregating the team members’ TTP adherences of that rule. Each 
team member’s individual NP score is formed by aggregating the TTP adherence of all TTP 
rules that apply to that team member. The most straightforward way to determine the NP 
scores is to give each correctly executed TTP rule of interest a value of ‘1′ and each wrongly 
executed or omitted TTP rule a value of ‘0′. However, sometimes it may be reasonable to 
evaluate NP with respect to team’s ability to execute the TTP. If that approach is preferred, 
each correctly executed TTP rule would be given a value of ‘2′ and an omitted or wrongly 
executed TTP rule without a significant impact on TTP execution would be given a value 
of ‘1′. Finally, an omitted or wrongly executed TTP rule with a significant impact on TTP 
execution would be given a value of ‘0′.
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NP indexes are obtained by aggregating the individual NP scores. The NP scores and 
the NP indexes47,48 can be determined separately for each task- and protect-chain phase, 
for complete chains or for the TTP as a whole. The high pace of air combat and the number 
of task-chains may not encourage determining the NP index for every task- and pro-
tect-chain phase after each phase change.

Discussion

In an air combat, a flight faces complex multi-objective decision problems with potentially 
disastrous impacts on team performance. Previous research has traditionally utilised indi-
vidual team performance outputs (e.g., accuracy, quality), and has less frequently provided 
a blended or composite measure of team outputs (Mathieu et al., 2008; Sundstrom, De 
Meuse, and Futrell 1990). The degree of task or mission fulfilment, however, has received 
no attention in air combat domain, and very little interest in other domains (Van Der Vegt 
and Bunderson 2005). This study contributes to existing literature by explicitly demonstrat-
ing how, and why, a task fulfilment measure (i.e., TP) increases the diagnosticity of the 
measurement of team performance output. To understand the performance of a team, one 
must model it in its context (Goodman, Ravlin, and Schminke 1987). When such modelling 
attempts have been made to understand air combat, the work has merely translated some 
existing models of teamwork (cf. Salas, Sims, and Burke 2005) into aviation language (see, 
e.g., Ohlander et al. 2019). In addition, while the team performance literature acknowledges 
product quality as one possible performance product of a team, this study is more specific 
by introducing the quality of product delivery (i.e., NP) as an additional and valuable mea-
sure of team performance. Without such a measure, using team performance measures to 
compare the effectiveness of processes or procedures may be arbitrary. This notion should 
expand the general team performance interest of “what teams do” from process phase to 
output phase. Overall, this study contributes to existing literature by not only modelling air 
combat team’s performance in its context, but also by considering performance aspects 
relevant in that specific context.

This paper described a holistic way of measuring team performance in air combat when 
the utility of TTPs, the competence of teams or the applicability of aircraft systems is eval-
uated and compared in L- and V- simulations. In addition to traditional OP measures, 
MWL, shared SA similarity and accuracy, NP and TP were introduced as additional team 
performance measures. That said, there are no global thresholds or redlines for OP, TP, NP, 
MWL or shared SA, and they can be considered either as criteria or constraints. Therefore, 
it may be practical to consider the evaluation and comparison task as a multicriteria decision 
analysis problem (Clemen and Reilly 2004; Keeney and Raiffa 1993) where the criteria and 
the constraints are defined by a decision maker. The model introduced in this paper is the 
first time air combat is described as a system model containing several team performance 
measures allowing multi-dimensional analysis of team performance in air combat setting. 
As such, the model offers a framework to analyze the flight’s performance in different air 
combat scenarios by combining well-established human factors principles and methods in 
a novel way with the principles of systems thinking and the fundamentals of air combat.

All models are a simplification of reality and are highly dependent on the quality of data 
obtained. The utility of the model, though, can be determined by its usefulness in adding 
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further explanatory detail to what initially appears to be both good and poor performance. 
In an uncertain environment, good decisions will not always result in good outcomes. 
However, by better understanding the system-wide relationship between performance and 
the cognitive factors in team members, potential areas of improvement may be identified. 
Small gains in SA or MWL at the right time may be related to significant performance 
improvements. Conversely, what may initially be expected to be large gains in output related 
to significant gains in SA or MWL may prove not to have any effect as the rate-limiting step 
lies elsewhere in the system. Only by understanding the whole system can performance 
ultimately be understood. In an air combat situation, potential performance gains, and 
cognitive benefits (through increased SA and or decreased MWL) may be gained by the 
introduction of new equipment (interfaces or sensors) or TTPs (Mansikka, Harris, and 
Virtanen 2019b). A group of subject matter experts were closely involved in developing the 
model in order to verify that the model captures the relevant aspects of air combat such 
that the finalized model remains relevant for its practical use.

Overall, the model of air combat described holds a great deal of promise for improving 
the understanding of team decision making and performance in air combat. In more general 
terms, the principles of the system model and the associated measuring techniques should 
serve as a sound point of departure for the analysis of any military system where the objective 
is to achieve a holistic measure of team performance. Although the model is predicated 
upon team/task working in a flight of fighter aircraft, the basic principles underlying the 
model hold good for any team undertaking a coordinated activity in a dynamic, uncertain 
environment. For example, business decisions taken by Board members are also undertaken 
in an uncertain environment where the ground truth is uncertain and the quality of the 
teamwork cannot be evaluated by the outcome alone. The only difference in this instance 
is in the nature of the underlying information and the speed of the evolving situation. The 
air combat situation is, however, unique on the demands that it places on the participants, 
which have serves to drive the construction of this model of teamworking.

While this paper concentrated on the measurement of the team’s taskwork output and 
teamwork results in a flight of fighter aircraft, further research of team processes (Mansikka, 
Harris, and Virtanen 2019; Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro 2001) is required to understand 
how the team arrives on these results. The next steps will be to further refine the model 
and the measurement base to support quantitative modelling of the relationships between 
actors and assets (for example, by using a structural equation modelling-based approach). 
This will also allow new parameters to be introduced into the model in a systematic manner 
and permit the understanding of their scientific contribution. The contribution of any 
variable in such a situation can only be evaluated by trading off its utility (in terms of model 
comprehensiveness and prediction) against its added level of complexity: start simple and 
add complexity, as required.

As a first step, the air combat system model will be validated in an empirical setting to 
see if it is possible to collect the required data in an operational environment. While it may 
be intuitively tempting to test the model in a C-simulation, such test design would be chal-
lenging as MWL, SA and other human-machine interaction aspects would have to be mod-
elled – as opposed to measuring the cognitive responses and reactions of real pilots. Due 
to the nature and type of team modelling required (i.e., combat aircraft and/or virtual 
simulators and operational fighter pilots), using V- or L-simulations to validate the model 
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is not a simple task. There is a risk that the pace of operational flight training will not enable 
the data collection in a way the model requires.

Although the air combat system model is based on well-established cognitive constructs, 
systems thinking principles and air combat standards, the model is illustrated as a rather 
simplified graphical representation. This is a value in itself, as it allows the model to be 
understood by air combat professionals - possibly with little human factors or systems 
thinking background. In fact, operational fighter pilots have already evaluated the principles 
of the proposed model, and the initial responses suggest that the model is understandable, 
and the data collection should be possible in an operational setting. Moreover, some pilots 
involved in the development and evaluation of the model have expressed that it has helped 
them to obtain new insights into team performance in air combat already at this pre-im-
plementation phase.

The authors are currently preparing an empirical study where the air combat system 
model is validated using V- and L-simulations and real fighter pilots. The empirical study 
will be built on the success of previous studies where NP, MWL, SA and OP have been 
measured in air combat simulations (Mansikka, Harris, and Virtanen 2019a; Mansikka, 
Harris, and Virtanen 2019b; Mansikka, Virtanen & Harris, 2019; Mansikka, Virtanen & 
Harris, 2019). In the planned study, MWL will be evaluated with NASA-TLX and shared 
SA will be evaluated with RVP. TP will be determined by evaluating how intact the flight 
members can maintain their protect chains and how far their task chains progress against 
the enemy aircraft. NP will be determined based on the pilot’s adherence of operational 
TTPs. Finally, OP will be determined using actual measures of task performance provided 
by the military subject matter experts. Once the model has been validated in an operational 
environment, the objective is to implement it in day-to-day training, research and devel-
opment, and system evaluations, where it can help to draw a holistic picture of flight’s 
performance in air combat.
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